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A B S T R A C T

The assumption that the morphology of the human calcaneus reflects high and cyclical impact forces at heel
strike during adult human walking has never been experimentally tested. Since a walking step with a heel strike
is an emergent behavior in children, an ontogenetic study provides a natural experiment to begin testing the
relationship between the mechanics of heel strike and calcaneal anatomy. This study examined the ground
reaction forces (GRFs) of stepping in children to determine the location of the center of pressure (COP) relative
to the calcaneus and the orientation and magnitude of ground reaction forces during foot contact. Three-di-
mensional kinematic and kinetic data were analyzed for 18 children ranging in age from 11.5 to 43.1 months.
Early steppers used a flat foot contact (FFC) and experienced relatively high vertical and resultant GRFs with
COP often anterior to the calcaneus. More experienced walkers used an initial heel contact (IHC) in which GRFs
were significantly lower but the center of pressure remained under the heel a greater proportion of time. Thus,
during FFC the foot experienced higher loading, but the heel itself was relatively wider and the load was dis-
tributed more evenly. In IHC walkers load was concentrated on the anterior calcaneus and a narrower heel,
suggesting a need for increased calcaneal robusticity during development to mitigate injury. These results
provide new insight into foot loading outside of typical mature contact patterns, inform structure-function re-
lationships during development, and illuminate potential causes of heel injury in young walkers.

1. Introduction

It is assumed that the robust calcaneus of adult humans is adapted to
withstand high, cyclical impact forces during walking and that these
forces have shaped its morphology both during our evolution and
during ontogeny [1]. For example, the robust calcaneal tuber with a
prominent lateral plantar process is thought to provide a wide base of
support over which ground reaction forces (GRFs) can be dissipated
during adult heel strike [1]. Heel contact patterns develop gradually
throughout bipedal development [2–9] but the lateral plantar process
appears early in development, as the lateral plantar cornu [1], sug-
gesting either that heel contact forces are the same throughout onto-
geny or that the lateral plantar process develops in the absence of
routine loading. Additionally, young children, some at the earliest
stages of walking, experience calcaneal fractures and damage to the
apophyseal plate [10–12], suggesting that high loading may occur in
the absence of a well-defined heel strike. Yet little is known about
changes in calcaneal loading throughout development, leaving

functional features and clinical aspects of development unexplored.
Such data are needed to address questions regarding the functional
anatomy of the human calcaneus.

In adult walking, the heel makes initial contact with the ground at
the end of swing phase and the foot and leg experience an impact
transient [13–16]. Simultaneous vertical (Fz) and horizontal (fore-aft;
Fy) forces result in an upward and backward (posteriorly) oriented
braking GRF resultant (GRFr). The center of pressure (COP), which
serves analytically as the anchor point of the GRFr, lies beneath the heel
during heel strike in adults [17–20]. As such, the adult heel pad and
underlying calcaneus experience, and must mitigate, relatively high
magnitude GRFs that project through the hind foot at heel strike.

Hallemans et al. [4,5,21] showed that at the earliest stages of lo-
comotor development, young children exhibit flat foot contact (FFC), in
which the heel, midfoot, and metatarsals simultaneously experience
peak pressure at touchdown. At later stages of development, children
use an initial heel contact (IHC), during which peak pressure is roughly
under the heel at touchdown [4,5,21]. However, little is known about
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the peak forces and impact transients experienced during these early
stages of walking and how they may affect calcaneal morphology. In
this study, we investigate how initial heel contact configuration (FFC
and IHC) influences the position of the COP and the magnitude and
orientation of the GRFr at touchdown, at the time of vertical impact
peak, and at the time of braking peak.

Infant stepping is characterized by high degrees of hip and knee
flexion [3] resulting in a hip lift and foot drop with each step. We hy-
pothesized that this vertical landing path, along with minimal ankle
dorsiflexion, leads to an FFC that positions the COP close to the vertical
projection of the whole body center of mass at touchdown. Thus, in FFC
steps, we predicted that this vertical transfer of a large proportion of
total body weight results in a relatively high vertical ground reaction
force (Fz) but relatively low horizontal (braking) GRF (Fy) (i.e., the
ratio of Fy/Fz is small) (Fig. 1). Further, as the sagittal orientation of
the GRFr (GRFr angle) is a function of the magnitude of the Fy and Fz,
we predicted that the GRFr would project only slightly posterior in FFC
steps. Early walkers (with less than 6 months walking experience)
might also be expected to have relatively higher mediolateral (Fx) GRFs
because of wide steps [22] and abducted hips [23]. Therefore, we
calculated Fx forces, but Fy and Fz forces were the focus of our study, as
they are most relevant to distinguishing between FFC and IHC foot
strike patterns.

In contrast, to achieve initial heel contact (IHC), we hypothesized
that a long stride allows the leg to swing through a large arc and,
coupled with an adducted hip [23] and a dorsiflexed ankle, positions
the heel as the point of contact at touchdown. In this model, the heel
contacts the ground relatively far in front of the whole body center of
mass, compared to FFC steps, and the COP is under the heel at touch-
down (Fig. 1). With this more forward position of the COP relative to
the body, a relatively lower proportion of total body weight is im-
mediately transferred to the stance foot. As such, we predicted that for
IHC walkers, 1) mediolateral (Fx) and vertical GRF (Fz) would be re-
latively low compared to FFC steps and 2) horizontal (Fy, braking) GRF
would be relatively high (i.e., the ratio of Fy/Fz is large). If Fy/Fz
differs between foot strike patterns, then the angle of the GRFr must
also differ, with a more posteriorly directed GRFr predicted for IHC
compared to FFC steps. Since a wide base of the calcaneal tuber is
thought to be an adaptation to heel strike in adults, we predicted that,

compared to children who use FFC, children who use IHC would have a
relatively wide heel (i.e., the ratio of heel length to heel width would be
small).

2. Materials and methods

Subject participation was approved by the Institutional Review
Board, University of Texas at Austin, and informed consent was ob-
tained from each participant’s parent or legal guardian before partici-
pation. Cross-sectional data were collected on eighteen subjects
(Table 1) at the Developmental Motor Control Laboratory in the De-
partment of Kinesiology and Health Education at the University of
Texas at Austin. Kinematic data were collected at 120 Hz via a 10
camera Vicon MX (Vicon, Centennial, CO) motion analysis system,
synchronized with Bertec (Bertec, Columbus, OH) force plates. Re-
flective markers (6 mm) were placed on one foot following a modified
foot marker set of Stebbins and colleagues [24], specifically validated
for measuring foot biomechanics in children. Lower limb length was
measured as the distance from the hip to the ground when standing and
body weight was measured with a standing spring balance.

Barefoot subjects walked, unassisted, at a self-selected speed over
two adjacent force plates that recorded GRFs at 1200 Hz. Trials in
which only one foot was on the plate were reconstructed in Vicon Nexus
1.8.2. Raw kinematic and kinetic data were filtered using a fourth order
zero-lag phase Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
12 Hz (kinematic) or 100 Hz (kinetic), as determined following
methods of Winter [25].

Kinetic data were presented as the magnitude of the GRF vector in
three dimensions (Fz = vertical, Fy = fore-aft, and Fx = mediolateral)
and the location of the COP (COPx, COPy). Vertical, horizontal, and
mediolateral ground reaction forces (N) were normalized to body
weight (e.g., Fy/BW) and used to calculate the magnitude and direction
of the GRFr. The GRFr angle was made a continuous variable (0°–180°)
by calculating the angle between the ground and the GRFr in the

Fig. 1. Models of flat foot contact and initial heel contact. In the flat foot contact (FFC)
model, the ankle angle is relatively large and the foot is placed beneath the body at
touchdown. The center of pressure (COP) is beneath the ankle and the horizontal
(braking) ground reaction force (Fy) is small compared to the vertical ground reaction
force (Fz). In the initial heel contact (IHC) model, the ankle angle is relatively small
(dorsiflexed) and the foot is placed anterior to the whole body center of mass at touch-
down. The COP is beneath the heel and the braking force (Fy) is large compared to the
vertical force (Fz). Red arrows represent the magnitude and angle of the resultant ground
reaction force (GRFr) and dotted red lines are projections of the GRFr. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Table 1
Child walking data.

Subject age (months) months
walking

body
mass
(kg)

hip
height
(cm)

heel
length:
foot
length

heel
length:
heel
width

steps

IHC
8 16.8 5.6 7.3 32.8 0.34 0.75 3
12 30.2 17.2 11.4 38.7 0.31 0.80 5
9 33.8 20.3 13.9 38.5 0.31 0.94 5
7 36.4 25.9 14.5 42.8 0.38 1.10 2
1 38.7 24.2 14.5 45.5 0.31 0.86 2
2 40.2 28.2 13.6 44.5 0.25 0.93 2
6 43.1 35.1 14.1 42.6 0.34 1.00 5
Mean 34.2 22.3 12.8 40.8 0.32 0.92
SD 8.7 9.4 2.6 4.41 0.04 0.12
TOTAL 24

FFC
18 11.5 3.0 10.2 29.7 0.33 0.94 2
3 11.7 0.5 10.0 31.5 0.31 0.84 2
13 12.3 1.6 9.8 32.1 0.32 0.80 5
15 12.7 1.7 10.9 30.6 0.30 0.76 2
14 15.3 0.8 9.9 32.3 0.33 0.91 5
17 15.8 3.0 11.4 31.9 0.31 0.72 2
19 16.3 0.3 11.0 31.7 0.33 0.99 5
10 16.9 4.9 11.1 31.5 0.25 0.65 5
11 18.0 5.0 10.2 34.9 0.30 0.76 3
4 21.5 7.5 11.9 39 0.25 0.86 4
5 26.4 12.4 11.4 39.6 0.28 0.81 4
Mean 16.2 3.7 10.7 33.2 0.30 0.82
SD 4.6 3.7 0.07 3.29 0.03 0.10
TOTAL 39

IHC = initial heel contact. FFC = flat foot contact. SD = standard deviation.
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sagittal plane.
Three-dimensional marker coordinate data were used to calculate

the distance between the COP and bony landmarks of the foot (Fig. 2),
allowing projection of the GRFr throughout the hind foot (Fig. 3). Lo-
cation of the COP under the heel was determined using markers on the
posterior calcaneus, anterior calcaneus on the lateral side of the foot,
and sustentaculum tali and was represented as % heel length and %
heel width. The posterior calcaneus was set as 0% heel length and the
anterior calcaneus was set as 100% heel length. The lateral calcaneus
(aligned with the anterior calcaneus marker) was set as 0% heel width
and the medial calcaneus (aligned with the sustentaculum tali marker)
was set as 100% heel width. Given that the anterior calcaneus is ele-
vated in initial heel contact, the antero-posterior position of the COP
was measured from the posterior calcaneal marker. To test for differ-
ences in heel length between foot strike patterns, we calculated the
ratio of heel length to foot length (posterior calcaneus to distal hallux).
Relative heel width was calculated as the ratio of heel length to heel
width for each subject.

Foot strike pattern was determined visually [15] by examining
lateral video-recordings of each step. In FFC steps, the heel, midfoot,
and metatarsal heads contacted the force plate simultaneously (i.e.,
only fully plantigrade was categorized as FFC). In IHC steps, the heel
made initial contact with the force plate such that the midfoot was

clearly elevated above the ground. An alternative method to classify
foot strike pattern would be based on the relative position of the center
of pressure. However, since an important aim of our study was to
evaluate the influence of foot strike pattern on COP position, it would
be circular to use COP position to define foot strike patterns. Although
there are potential limitations associated with visual determination of
foot strike patterns, we attained 100% inter-rater reliability in a 30%
subsample of steps.

Values for COP position and GRFr magnitude and orientation were
analyzed and compared between FFC and IHC at three points during
early stance: touchdown, time of impact peak, and time of braking
peak. Touchdown was defined as the moment the magnitude of the
vertical GRF (Fz) reached or exceeded 10% of body weight. Impact
peak occurred at the Fz maximum of the vertical GRF transient (i.e., the
first Fz spike) and braking peak was the peak negative Fy value.

Significant differences between IHC and FFC steps were tested for
using a t-test in Statistica 10 (www.statsoft.com). Although the number
of steps differed between subjects, previous developmental studies
favor an analysis of individual steps to reducing steps to a subject mean
(in which case within group variability, rather than individual steps, is
compared) [26,27]. To test for the effects of the subject, we iteratively
removed one subject at a time in a leave-one-out sensitivity analysis;
however, even though there was a high degree of variability between

Fig. 2. Location of center of pressure and representative force traces. A: Average location of the center of pressure under the calcaneus. Plantar view of the calcaneus within the foot,
MPP = medial plantar process, LPC = lateral plantar cornu, and LPP = lateral plantar process. Black circles represent the posterior calcaneus, anterior calcaneus, sustentaculum tali, and
hallucal distal phalanx markers. B: Representative force curves for flat foot contact (FFC), initial heel contact (IHC), and a single adult heel strike step. The top row of graphs shows the
vertical force trace (Fz), middle row shows the fore-aft (braking/propulsive, Fy) forces, and the bottom row shows the mediolateral (Fx) forces. Solid (Fz), dashed (Fy), and dotted (Fx)
lines of the same color are from the same step. Impact peak and braking peak for one step are highlighted. Note the significantly larger vertical force during impact peak in the FFC
compared to the IHC steps. Also note that forces are highly variable, especially in FFC steps.

Fig. 3. Ground reaction force resultant (GRFr) angle during early
stance phase. Mean GRFr angle is shown as the red arrow. Gray ar-
rows show the minimum and maximum GRFr angle for each event in
early stance phase in flat foot contact (top) and initial heel contact
(bottom) steps. Location of the center of pressure (black circle, anchor
point of the GRFr) is an approximation based on mean calcaneal
length when the COP was under the calcaneus. Length of arrow does
not represent GRFr magnitude. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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steps, results of the sensitivity analysis did not suggest that any one
subject was significantly influencing the results.

3. Results

Sixty-three steps (IHC = 24, FFC = 39) were analyzed (Table 1).
Compared to children who used an FFC, IHC steppers were, on average
older (∼34 months), heavier (∼12 kg), had longer legs (∼40 cm hip
height), and had more walking experience (∼22 months) (Table 1). The
ratio of heel length to foot length did not differ significantly between
IHC and FFC subjects (p > 0.05; Table 1). However, compared to FFC
subjects, IHC subjects had a significantly higher heel length to heel
width ratio (p = 0.005; Table 1) indicating a more narrow heel.

At touchdown, impact peak, and braking peak, there were no sig-
nificant differences in ankle angle between IHC and FFC (p > 0.05)
(Table 2). Nevertheless, IHC and FFC steps differed significantly with
respect to relative position of the COP and magnitude of loading.
Specifically, the COP was located under the heel at touchdown in 100%
of IHC steps but only 30% of FFC steps (Table 2). In the remaining 70%
of FFC steps the COP was anterior to the heel. At impact peak, the COP
was still under the heel in 46% of IHC steps but only 8% of FFC steps.
The COP remained under the heel at braking peak in 29% of IHC steps
but only 2% of FFC steps. When the COP was under the heel, there were
no significant differences in COP location between FFC and IHC at
touchdown or impact peak (p > 0.05) (Table 2). Small sample size for
the COP under the heel at braking peak in FFC steps (n = 1) precluded
statistical testing of COP location for this gait event.

Normalized vertical force (Fz) and GRFr magnitudes were sig-
nificantly higher in FFC than IHC at impact peak (p < 0.01) and
braking peak (p < 0.01) (Fig. 2; Table 2). In association with the re-
latively high vertical force, FFC subjects experienced higher GRFr
magnitudes than IHC subjects at both events; mean GRFr at impact
peak = 92% BW in FFC and 70% BW in IHC, and at braking
peak = 91% BW in FFC and 69% BW in IHC (Table 2). Normalized Fy
forces (Table 2) were not significantly different between FFC and IHC
subjects. At touchdown and impact peak in most cases Fy was in a di-
rection indicating a braking force (i.e., a posteriorly directed GRFr).
However, in some steps Fy indicated a propulsive value in early stance
(i.e., an anteriorly directed GRFr). This suggested that the foot was
under the body during that phase (Fy traces are presented in Fig. 2).
There were no significant differences in normalized Fy/Fz between FFC

and IHC (p > 0.05) at touchdown, impact peak, or braking peak
(Table 2). Normalized mediolateral force (Fx) was significantly higher
in FFC than IHC at touchdown (p < 0.01) (Table 2).

Mean GRFr angles at touchdown, impact peak, and braking peak
were calculated in two ways to explore direction in detail: 1) only steps
in which the GRFr was posteriorly directed 2) all steps (i.e., posteriorly
and anteriorly directed GRFr). At touchdown in FFC, the mean GRFr
angle was significantly smaller (i.e., the GRFr was directed less pos-
teriorly) when all steps were considered than when only posterior steps
were considered (p<0.01). However, there were no significant dif-
ferences in GRFr angle between IHC and FFC at impact peak or braking
peak (p > 0.05) (Table 2). Even when all steps were considered at
touchdown in FFC, the mean GRFr angle was still greater than 90°
(Table 2), thus, the predominant direction of the GRFr at touchdown,
impact peak, and braking peak was posterior and the mean GRFr angle
was> 90° in both IHC and FFC (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

This study documents the loading patterns of initial heel contact
(IHC) and flat foot contact (FFC) in infant/toddler walking. IHC step-
pers are older and heavier, with longer legs and more walking experi-
ence than FFC steppers. The IHC is characterized by the COP under the
heel during significant loading events proportionately more frequently
than observed during FFC.

Calcaneal loading is, in part, a function of the position of the foot
relative to the body, not position of the foot relative to the leg (i.e.,
ankle angle). Contrary to predictions, ankle angles did not differ be-
tween foot contact types. Yet, as predicted, and as reported by plantar
pressure studies [4,5], the COP was consistently under the heel in those
children who use an IHC as it is in adults [17–20], whereas in children
who land with a FFC, the COP was frequently located anterior to the
heel at touchdown. Following initial heel contact in IHC steps, the COP
often remained under the heel throughout impact and braking peak.
Thus, IHC steps represent a transitional heel loading pattern from flat
foot contact to that of adults, who maintain an even longer period with
the COP under the heel, resulting in even longer periods of heel loading
[17–21].

Lower vertical forces at impact in IHC walkers compared to FFC
walkers likely reflect the transition to a heel-to-toe rocker pattern or the
use of knee yield to absorb peak forces. In adults, slight knee yield

Table 2
Results.

Touchdown Impact Peak Braking Peak

FFC IHC FFC IHC FFC IHC
Ankle angle (°) 108 (7.8) 107 (7.5) ns 106 (8.3) 108 (9.1) ns 103 (9.19) 106 (8.8) ns

% of steps COP is:
under heel 30 100 8 46 2 29
anterior to heel 70 0 92 54 98 71
Location of COP
% heel length 48 (32.3) 40 (23.6) ns 67 (3.2) 68 (23.7) ns 84a 48 (15.9) –
% heel width 40 (14.7) 32 (15.0) ns 37 (3.9) 41 (8.5) ns 34a 46 (10.0) –

GRF magnitude (%BW)
normalized Fx b 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) p = 0.003 0.09 (0.06) 0.06 (0.05) ns 0.11 (0.07) 0.08 (0.06) ns
normalized Fy −0.02 (0.04) −0.04 (0.03) ns −0.12 (0.11) −0.07 (0.09) ns −0.22 (0.10) −0.17 (0.07) ns
normalized Fz 0.12 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) ns 0.90 (0.30) 0.69 (0.30) p = 0.005 0.89 (0.32) 0.67 (0.25) p = 0.007
normalized Fy/Fz 0.28 (0.28) 0.32 (0.20) ns 0.16 (0.11) 0.13 (0.11) ns 0.26 (0.12) 0.28 (0.13) ns
normalized GRFr 0.13 (0.02) 0.12 (0.02) ns 0.92 (0.30) 0.70 (0.30) p = 0.006 0.91 (0.33) 0.69 (0.25) p = 0.006

GRFr angle (°)
posterior only 107 (11.0) 109 (8.2) ns 100 (5.8) 98 (5.9) ns 104 (5.7) 105 (6.3) ns
all steps 97 (16.4) 106 (11.3) p = 0.002 98 (7.2) 96 (7.5) ns 104 (5.7) 105 (6.3) ns

Means are presented with standard deviations in parentheses. Bold p values are statistically significant, ns = not significant. BW= body weight.
a Sample size is too small to calculate a standard deviation or test for significant differences.
b For normalized Fx, all values were made positive so that absolute magnitude of all mediolateral forces could be compared.
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follows heel strike, and plays an important role in absorbing energy and
offsetting impact loads [28]. FFC steppers experienced significantly
higher vertical forces at impact peak and at braking peak than IHC,
reflecting the rapid downward trajectory of the foot and leg in FFC. In
the youngest children, co-activation of antagonist leg muscles prior to
two years of age stiffens the legs and may limit lower limb joint
movements [29]. Thus, children who used FFC and experienced high
impact transients may have used a less yielding gait. Hallemans and
colleagues [30] reported a less yielding gait in children with between 2
weeks and 5 months walking experience compared to adults, suggesting
that the knee did not yield or absorb energy in children [30].

Compared to IHC children, young FFC children with a relatively
wider heel experienced significantly higher, more variable mediolateral
forces at touchdown, suggesting a form-function relationship among
mediolateral force and heel width. Yet, overall, mediolateral GRFs were
low compared to vertical and braking GRFs. Although FFC subjects
stepped down with a fully plantigrade foot and experienced higher
vertical forces, they applied similar braking forces as a percentage of
vertical force as IHC subjects. As a result, while GRFr angles were often
posteriorly oriented in both FFC and IHC steps, FFC walkers experi-
enced significantly higher GRFr magnitude at impact peak and braking
peak. Increased impact transients and GRFr magnitudes, coupled with a
relatively stiff limb and the presence of the COP under the calcaneus in
some FFC steps (8% of steps at impact peak), may be a contributor to
calcaneal injuries and overuse damage in some very early walkers
[10–12].

From the earliest steps, the heel of young walkers experiences high,
cyclical impact forces. Impact transients appear as early as 11.5 months
of age with the first FFC steps. At this young age, the COP is not always
under the heel and high magnitude vertical forces are likely distributed
across the flat foot, with at least some force applied to the calcaneus.
The wide heel (heel pad and additional soft tissue) of FFC subjects may
help mitigate this loading in early walkers with incomplete formation of
the calcaneus. In contrast, a relatively narrow heel pad in children who
use IHC reduces the surface area over which GRFs can be distributed
and, combined with more direct and longer duration calcaneal loading,
may require a wider bony base of the calcaneal tuber to absorb GRFs at
initial heel contact. But this prediction is contradicted by the data
presented here showing that the average position of the COP under the
heel does not correspond to the bony medial or lateral plantar processes
of the calcaneal tuber. Thus, rather than the lateral plantar process, the
more anterior aspects of the calcaneus and heel pad may experience
(and possibly mediate) high ground reaction forces during early stance
in young children. This observation suggests a possible explanation for
injury patterns in young children and provides a foundation for inter-
preting form-function relationships in future studies of calcaneal and
heel pad development in children.
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